Resource List for Unconscious/Conscious Bias

Online Tests/Exercises:

- Project Implicit: http://bit.ly/1b9JX9x - test your own unconscious bias with this free online test sponsored by Harvard University and taken by millions of people in the past 15 years.

- Mind Lab: http://bit.ly/1NqcXKW – discover the surprising limitations of your brain’s ability to perceive through online interactive demonstrations.

Other Resource Lists:


Educational Videos:


Articles/White Papers/Blog Posts:


Books:


• Kahneman, D. Thinking, Fast and Slow (2012).


• Gladwell, M. Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking (2005).


• Steele, Claude M. Whistling Vivaldi: How Stereotypes Affect Us and What We Can Do (2010).

Television Productions


• “Born good? Babies help unlock the origins of morality.” 60 Minutes (November 18, 2012), http://cbsn.ws/1LPmPwG.